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United Church in the Valley: Dec 16, 2018
Student Minister: Matthew Heesing
Star Wars and the Christmas Story:
“The Return of the Jedi”

Scripture Readings:
Excerpts from Matthew 26:47- 27:31:
Thirty-three years after the birth of Jesus,
he and his disciples were gathered in Jerusalem,
there, in the Garden of Gethsemane.
Suddenly, a multitude of people,
armed with swords and clubs,
arrived to arrest Jesus
and take him before the high priest
and also before the Roman imperial governor in Galilee
named Pontius Pilate.
The armed crowd surrounded Jesus and his disciples.
But when they laid hands on Jesus, to arrest him,
one of Jesus’ disciples drew a sword,
and slashed at one of the men,
cutting off his ear.
Jesus immediately responded by saying:
“Put your sword back where it belongs.
Those who live by the sword will die by the sword....”
Then those who had seized Jesus
led him off to a confrontation with Caiaphas,
the high priest, and Pilate,
the Roman Emperor’s representative in that region.
There, in the throne room of Pilate,
in the palaces and places of imperial power,
Jesus would face a false trial, torture,
and finally, crucifixion.
Because of his resistance to the Empire,
Jesus would be sentenced to death on a cross.

	
  
Excerpts from 1 John 4:7-21 (borrowing from various translations, including The Message):
“Dear church,
let us continue to love one another,
since love comes from God.
God is love—plain and simple.
And the person who refuses to love
cannot possibly know
or be in relationship
with the God who is love....
No one has seen God, ever.
But if we love one another,
we can glimpse God
dwelling within us and through us.
For when we live a life filled with love,
we live in God, and God lives in us.
And when that happens,
we will be exactly the same
as God is,
and Jesus was,
in the world.
And with this love,
we can stand tall with courage and confidence.
We will not have to be afraid,
for perfect love casts out fear.
There is no room in love for a fearful life—
whether fear of death,
fear of losing,
or fear of judgment.
But rather, without any fear at all,
we can love, because God first loved us.
Therefore, anyone who says “I love God,”
but goes on hating their brother or sister,
do they really love God?
If an individual can’t love the person
right in front of them,
how can they love the God they can’t see?
The command and model we have from Jesus,
the one we call the Christ and Lord, is clear:
loving God includes loving people.”
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Sermon:
It all leads to this:
the dramatic and climactic conclusion
of the epic cinematic story that started with A New Hope,
and continued with The Empire Strikes Back,
and now, in the third and final installment
of the initial trilogy of Star Wars films,
it all leads to this.
So far, in our sermon series,
we’ve explored two central themes of the Star Wars movies:
resistance
against a powerful, oppressive empire,
and also the way of empire,
a way of aggressive retaliation.
And now, both of these two core concepts
of resistance and retaliation come to a head
in the ultimate confrontation between
Luke Skywalker and Lord Darth Vader
during the last twenty minutes of The Return of the Jedi.
It all leads to this.
But to set the stage,
for those unfamiliar with this film,
Luke Skywalker,
one of our foremost heroes,
has willingly, without a fight,
let himself be taken into the custody of the Empire.
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Led by Lord Darth Vader himself,
Luke is brought aboard the rebuilt Death Star,
and ushered into the throne room of the Emperor.

There, in that place of imperial power,
Luke must face his most difficult hour:
how will he respond,
what will be his fate?
Will he actually give into hate,
and aggressively retaliate,
or will he find another way to practice resistance?
Unfortunately, at first,
Luke does indeed fall prey to the temptation of Empire—
responding to the taunting of his foes,
filled with fear, he retaliates with violence,
viciously swinging his deadly lightsaber
in order to utterly destroy Darth Vader.
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And he comes so close—
like an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth,
Luke cuts off Lord Vader’s hand,
exactly like Luke’s hand was cut off by Lord Vader last movie.

But at that exact moment,
looking at his hand, looking at Lord Vader’s,
Luke realizes with horror
that in the process of pursuing peace
through an act of aggressive retaliation,
he has become exactly what he opposed.
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So he turns off his lightsaber.

He throws his weapon away.

In an act of love for the one who is his father,
the one named Lord Darth Vader,
Luke refuses to fight any further.
And in that pivotal moment,
Luke appears to lose.
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Because immediately, the Emperor responds,

shooting lightning out of his fingertips,
torturing Luke over and over.

In agony, Luke suffers, but he won’t fight back.
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He won’t return violence with violence.
And even though it looks like he will surely lose,
Luke Skywalker will no longer choose to strike back.
He will resist the Empire, to his very last breath,
but not through ways of aggressive retaliation.
He chooses instead to respond in love.
And in the end, it’s a love that changes a life—
for ultimately, Lord Darth Vader is redeemed,

even when it seemed that with the Emperor, he’d side,
the good that Luke believed was still inside,
it turns the tide, and right before he died, in front of his son,
Lord Vader was able to see everything clearly:
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he even removes his mask,
metaphorically embracing a different way of facing the world:
not through the narrow lens of empire,
but through an alternative lens of love.

Just as the two core concepts of resistance and retaliation
can be found throughout the story of Star Wars
and reach their conclusion in Return of the Jedi,
the same two themes of resistance, on the one hand,
and retaliation, on the other,
can also be found throughout the story of Christmas,
and reach their conclusion,
thirty-so years later,
with an adult Jesus facing his death on the cross.
And at first, it might seem incredibly counter-intuitive
to talk about the cross just before Christmas,
this sermon series is even titled
Star Wars and the Christmas Story,
but the story of Christmas is incomplete without the cross.
We can’t comprehend the one without the other:
to separate the two would be like watching
A New Hope and the Empire Strikes Back
without also viewing how it all comes together,
how the plot lines of resistance and retaliation
finally get resolved
at the very end of the narrative, at the conclusion.
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For the cross lies behind the manger.

And everything we’ve talked about up to this point—
the resistance against the powerful, oppressive Roman Empire,
the way that the Roman Empire retaliates back,
the wondering of if another world is even possible,
comes to a head in the life and death of Jesus.
It all leads to this.
Because starting with the song his mother Mary sang,
of how, through this infant, a new day would dawn,
before long, the adult Jesus would inaugurate another way,
“The kingdom of God is here!” he would say,
pronouncing a contrast, a direct alternative
to the current oppressive Roman regime.
By those around him, Jesus would be called Lord and Savior—
even the son of God—three specific terms and titles
that the Roman Emperor himself assumed.
And Jesus would also resist the Empire around him
by looking out for those on the margins,
those that the Empire ostracized and ignored,
Jesus would blur the social boundaries,
flip the script, afflict the comfortable,
comfort the afflicted and challenge the authorities.
Jesus would speak out and courageously stand firm,
consistently resisting the powerful, oppressive empire around him.
And as result, much like in Star Wars,
the Empire strikes back.
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Last week, we heard how King Herod would kill
all of the baby boys in Bethlehem under the age of two.
But the acts of aggressive retaliation would not stop there—
John the Baptist, Jesus’ cousin,
would one day be arrested and beheaded by the new king Herod,
and Jesus would encounter constant opposition by those
who were affiliated, influenced and intertwined with the Empire—
religious leaders at the top of the hierarchy,
political representatives as well,
all of whom would pursue peace
through aggressive retaliation against Jesus—
and in the end, both of these two opposing parties,
the religious and political arms of the Empire,
would conspire together to kill him on the cross.
And just as Luke Skywalker’s journey
ultimately leads him to the throne room of the Emperor,
into a confrontation with the Emperor’s agent, Lord Darth Vader,
so does Jesus’ journey ultimately lead him to Jerusalem,
into the throne room of Pontius Pilate,
the Roman Emperor’s representative in the region of Galilee,
and a final confrontation with the imperial powers of his time.

Like Luke Skywalker,
Jesus, willingly, without putting up a fight,
lets himself be taken into custody.
“Put your sword back where it belongs,” he tells a disciple;
“Those who live by the sword will die by the sword.”
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Yet unlike Luke,
at the end of the day,
Jesus himself never falls prey
to the temptation of following the way of Empire;
not even in the face of death,
will Jesus pursue peace through acts of aggressive retaliation;
Jesus will persist and consistently resist—
but not by using their own weapons against them.
Instead, Jesus chooses to respond in love.
“God, forgive them, for they know not what they do.”
But there, in his trial, in his torture,
standing alone in the throne room,
in his suffering and agony
and even dying on the cross,
Jesus appears to lose.
Because choosing to love
can sometimes look like losing,
doesn’t it?
Indeed, how many times,
to quote the Emperor in Star Wars,
has “compassion been [our own] undoing?”
How many times have we been burned ourselves,
for only doing the right thing,
the best thing we thought possible?
How many times have we had something nice
thrown in our faces,
stomped in the ground,
or our motives misread,
or our noble intentions misunderstood?
“No good deed goes unpunished”
someone once said,
and the wicked
are the ones that always seem to prosper, don’t they?
Choosing to love can sometimes look like losing.
We know this, don’t we,
every time we have decided to stop arguing,
and simply let the other person publically appear to win.
We’ve been there,
when we could’ve had road rage, and didn’t,
and the driver beside us mocked us through the window.
It looks like we’ve completely lost,
when we’ve stood up with integrity in our jobs and got fired,
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or stood up for a friend,
and got excluded from our social circle,
or when our ex was spreading rumors
and we decided not to respond with the same,
or when we ran a campaign
and did not use any negative ads,
but still ended up losing the election,
or the time we took the high road
but someone else ended up
with the reward we thought was ours.
We know that choosing to love
can sometimes look like losing—
we see this in the conclusion of Star Wars
and in the story of Jesus as well—
and yet, both stories also tell
that a losing that comes out of choosing to love
has the power to change a life.
Out of the love of Luke Skywalker,
because Luke resisted yet refused to retaliate,
Lord Darth Vader is ultimately redeemed:
he seemed to be stuck in his old way of being,
but ends up seeing another way to be.
And out of the love of Jesus,
because Jesus resisted yet refused to retaliate,
we believe that all of humanity was redeemed,
that though we’ve all seemed stuck in our old ways of being,
we too, can end up seeing another way to be—
like the love of Luke for Lord Darth Vader,
the love of Jesus also brings out the goodness in me,
the example of Jesus sets me free
from having to follow in the way of empire,
the loving model of Jesus helps me
to remove the mask of empire and see
that another way is possible to face the world:
that even though loving may sometimes look like losing,
a losing that comes out of choosing to love
has the power to change a life.
It’s changed mine—
that much is true.
Maybe it’s changed some of your lives too.
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And though we do not live a long time ago,
in a galaxy far, far away,
nor a long time ago
in a Galilee, far, far away either,
neither are we free from a reality of Empire:
even today, we are still surrounded
by political parties and people and nations
that continue pursuing peace through aggressive retaliations,
we live in a world
of oppressive, powerful systems
that dominate others in a variety of forms,
some of our norms, as a society,
have the same notoriety, if we look closely,
as the Empires in Star Wars
and the story of Christmas,
and they must also faithfully be resisted.
But even more, let’s all admit,
that we have many moments in our lives
when we are tempted
to retaliate, strike back,
to return an attack on someone else
with a silent treatment or vicious words
or by drawing our own metaphorical swords,
but instead, what if we said,
the violence stops here?
What if we lived a life without fear,
willingly and fearlessly drawing near
to wherever the way of empire might appear,
and proclaiming a clear alternative of love?
What might happen?
What might possibly occur?
One thing is for sure:
it might look like we lose.
For choosing to love
can sometimes look like losing.
And yet, the stories of Star Wars
and of Christmas,
especially the ultimate conclusion of the Cross,
insist that such a loss is not a futile, final act,
in fact, both of these similar stories show
that a losing that comes out of choosing to love
has the power to change a life.
Once, it even changed the world.
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So people of God, it all leads to this:
from a new hope,
in the midst of an empire that strikes back,
we have the choice,
to quote the voice of 1st John,
to “love one another,
since love comes from [the force that we call] God.
For when we live a life filled with love,
we live in God, and God lives in us.
And when that happens,
we will be exactly the same
as God is,
and Jesus was, in the world.
And with this love,
we can stand tall with courage and confidence.
We will not have to be afraid,
for perfect love casts out fear.
There is no room in love for a fearful life—
whether fear of death,
fear of losing,
or fear of judgment.
But rather, without any fear at all,
we can love,
because God first loved us.
And the command and model we have from Jesus,
the one we call the Christ and Lord, is clear:
loving God includes loving people.”
And loving people
even when, in the process, we might appear to lose,
has the power to change a life.
May it be so.
Thanks be to God.
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